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ABSTRACT 
Generation of Random Numbers 
by 
Keith H. Eberhard, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1969 
Major Professor: Professor Ronald V. Canfield 
Depart ment: Applied Statistics 
Subroutines are written to generate random number s on the com-
puter. Depending on the subroutine used, the generated random 
numbers follow the uniform, binomial, normal, chi-square, t, F, or 
gamma distribution. Each subroutine is tested using the chi-square 
goodness of fit test to verify that the random numbers generated by 
each subroutine follow the statistical distribution for which it 
is written. The interpretation of the test result s indicates that 
each subroutine generates random number s which closely approximates 
the theoretical distribution for which it is designed. 
The approach used in the subroutine which generates gamma dis-
tributed random numbers involves the use of numerical integration, 
whereas sim pler techniques are used in all the other subroutines. 
Each subroutine is documented with a description of how to use 
it and an expla nation of the methods used to obtain the random 
numbers which it is designed to generate. 
(77 pages) 
V 
INTRODUCTION 
An important tool in statistics is the capability of generating 
random numbers on the computer . This thesis is a programming effort 
to write, test, and document several subroutines which will generate 
random numbers that follow specific statistical distributions. These 
subroutines can then be used in Monte Carlo studies either on an 
applied or a theoretical basis. 
Each subprogram is discussed under the section desi gnated by its 
name and argument list. Included in each discussion is an explanation 
of how to use the subroutine, a mathematical discussion of the method 
used to generate the random numbers, and test results. Most of the 
subroutines are te s ted by using the chi-square goodness of fit test. 
For this test let g(x) be the theoretical density function which the 
generated r andom numbers should follow. Divide the domain of g into 
n intervals so that the expected frequency E. can be calculated for 
1 
the ith interval, i=l,2,.,. ,n. Then generate a set of random numbers 
u s ing the subroutine and count how many random number s fall into each 
interval. Let 0. r epresent this count for the ith interval. If the 
1 
ra ndom number s follow the theoretical distribution, the statistic 
n 2 1: ( 0 . - E. ) /E . 
i=l 1 1 1 
will be distributed chi-square with n-1 degrees of freedom. This 
statistic is calculated for 20, 30, or 40 sets of random numbers 
generated by a particular subro utine. There are either 1000 or 3000 
random numbers in each set, depending upon which subroutine is being 
tested, Using these calculated values of the chi-square goodness of 
fit test statistic, in no case can we reject the hypothesis that the 
distribution generated by a particular subroutine fits the theoreti-
cal distribution at the ,05 significance level. 
2 
A good way to indicate that the generated random numbers follow 
the theoretical distribution is to find the sums of the t goodness of 
fit chi-square values obtained in testing a particular subroutine and 
calculate p=Pr(Xss), where Xis distributed chi-square with t(n-1) 
degrees of freedom. If the hypothesis that the random numbers gener-
ated by a subroutine follow the theoretical distribution is rejected, 
then the probability of a Type I error is 1-p (see Figure 1). In 
our case of testing a specific subroutine it is desirable to hav e p 
+ small, since as p-+0 it becomes more probable that the ge ner ated 
random number s do follow the theoretical distribution. However, p 
may by large by chance alone. But if the above proceedure is repeated 
severa l times then p should not always be lar ge if the generated 
random numbers are following the theoreti cal distribution. 
f(x ) 
is the shaded area 
s 
Figure 1. Graph of the chi-square density function 
with t(n-1) degrees of freedom. 
x-axis 
3 
UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION ON (0,1) 
1 The function subprogram RAN generates uniform random number s on 
the interval (0,1) and is used in all the subroutines. The argument 
for RAN is to be a large odd integer. The variable IRAN transfers 
this argument value to the subroutines, thus in the main program IRAN 
is to be defined as a large odd interger. For each argument value, 
repeated use of RAN will generate a parti cular finite sequence of 
uniform random number s . If the same argument is used success ively in 
the main program, the random number s generated will be the successive 
elements of the sequence associated with this argument. The argument 
should not be changed during the entire program. 
1
IBM; . Sys t em /3 60 Scientific Subroutine Package (3 60 A-CM-03X), 
Vers io n ~iI. Pr ogrammer's Manual No. HZ0-0205-3 (Poughkee ps ie, 
Hew York : In te rnational Business Machines Corp., 196 5 ), p . 77. 
4 
UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION ON (A,B) 
Use 
This subroutine generates uniform random numbers on the interval 
(A,B). The input arguments A and B must be defined. X will be the 
generated uniform random number on the interva l (A,B). 
A sample program which uses RVTl is shown below: 
A=S 
B=25 
IRAN=396 71 
CALL RVTl(IRAN,A,B,X) 
END 
Mathematical discussion 
The density function is, 
{
1/ (b-a), af x Sb 
f (x) = 
0 otherwi s e 
The cumulative distribution function is, 
F(x) 
-
- Sxa 1/(b-a) dt, a~xib 
= x/(b- a ) - a/(b- a) 
5 
=(x-a)/(b-a) 
Let R be a uniform random number on (0,1), which is generated by 
RAN. Solve for x in the equation 
to obtain 
Test results 
R = (x-a)/(b-a) 
x = (b-a)R + a. 
The uniform random number generator is tested by using the 
following values A= 5, B = 25, IRAN= 517. Twenty sets with 1000 
random numbers in each set are generated. The interval (A,B) is 
divided into forty equal subintervals, and a goodness of fit chi-
square value is calculated for each generated set of random numbers. 
These goodness of fit chi-square values are 47, 31, 34, 31, 51, 32, 
35, 41, 36, 39, 46, 39, 56, 42, 31, 39, 46, 30 , 24, 39. The average 
of these chi-square values is 38,5, and the expected value is 39 . If 
these twenty values follow the chi-square distribution with 39 degree s 
of freedom, then the probability that the chi-square value is less 
than 29,05 is ,1. Therefore two of the above twenty values should be 
less than 29,05. The probability that the chi-square value is less 
than 39.3 is .5. Therefore ten of the above twenty values should be 
less than 39,3, Actually, one value is less than 29,05, and thirteen 
values are less than 39.3. The sums of these goodness of fit chi-
square values is 769 from which it is found that p = Pr(X1s) = .40, 
where Xis distributed chi-square with 780 degrees of freedom (see 
the introduction and Figure 1 for an explanation of what p indicates). 
BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 
Use 
This subroutine generates random numbers X with a binomial 
distribution. The binomial density function is 
( n) x n-x f(x;n,p)= pp (1-p) , O<p<l, X = 1~2, ... ,n 
The input arguments N and P correspond ton and pin the density 
function. 
A sample pro gram which uses RVT2 is shown below: 
IRAN = 8 2199 
N = 13 
p . 27 
CALL RVT2(IRAN,N,P,X) 
SX = SQRT(X) 
END 
Mathematical di sc u ss ion 
6 
The probability that a random number prod uced by RAN will be less 
than pis p. By counting the numbe r of n random numbers generated by 
RAN which are less than p and assig nin g this count to x, then x will 
be distributed f(x;n,p). 
Test results 
Thir ty sets with 1000 random numbers in each set were generated 
7 
for each choice of n and p. The expected frequency for each value of 
x in f(x;n,p) was calculated by using the table in Fruend 2 of the 
probability of each value of x occurring for selected combinations of 
n and p. 
Table 1 contains the frequency of occurrence of chi-square good-
ness of fit values. The column headings under observed frequency are 
the expected frequency for six intervals which exhaust the domain of 
the chi-square test statistic used to test f(x;n,p). The boundaries 
of the six intervals depend on the choice of n and p, or in other 
words the value under the column heading I. The entries under the 
column heading I denote the number of intervals which are used for 
calculati ng the chi-square goodness of fit test statistic for a 
particular choice of n and p. Each interval is actually a particular 
value of x since f is a discrete function. If the expected frequency 
for a particular value of xis less than three, this expected fre -
quency is added to the expected frequency of the nearest value of x 
whose expected frequency is equa l to three or greater than three. 
Then after these adjustments are made, I will be the number of inter-
vals where the expected frequency of xis equal to three or grea ter 
than three. These adjustments are necessary to u se the chi-square 
goodness of fit test. 
If the generated distribution closely approximates f(x;n,p) 
then the chi-square goodness of fit values for a particular choic e of 
n and p will be distributed chi-square with I-1 degrees of freedom; 
thus the average of the chi-square values for a particular choice of 
2 
John E. Freund, Mathematical Statistics (Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey~ Yre n tice Hall, Inc., 1962 ), p.p. 355-35 8 . 
8 
Table 1. Frequency of occurrence of chi-square goodness of fit values 
obtained in testing RVT2 
Observed freguency 
N p I Ave 3.0 4.5 7.5 7.5 4.5 3.0 
1 . 25 2 0. 79 5 4 6 6 9 0 
2 . 30 3 2.26 3 4 7 6 7 3 
3 . 05 3 1. 62 3 7 7 8 3 2 
Lf . 35 5 3. 76 3 6 7 8 3 3 
5 . 25 5 3.64 8 4 6 7 2 3 
6 . 10 4 3.20 2 4 8 9 3 4 
7 . 35 7 5.91 0 2 11 12 5 0 
8 .so 9 8.41 6 3 6 3 8 4 
9 . 15 6 4.65 1 4 10 11 2 2 
10 . 35 9 7. 35 1 5 12 7 4 1 
11 . 25 8 7.38 0 6 11 6 1 6 
12 . 45 10 8 . 12 1 9 10 4 4 2 
13 . 10 6 3.97 2 8 7 9 3 0 
14 . 45 10 10.54 1 3 5 12 4 5 
15 . 40 11 10. 82 1 5 7 7 6 4 
16 . 30 11 10.10 3 5 8 6 4 4 
Ave 2.5 4.9 8.0 7.6 4.3 2. 7 
9 
n and p should be near I-1, as is the case in Table 1. Also in this 
table the average for each column under observed frequency should be 
near the value given by each column heading, which is the expected 
frequency. 
The total of the entries in the column under Ave in Table 1 is 
92.52. The total of all the chi-square goodness of fit values is 
obtained by multiplying 92.52 by 30 to obtain s=2775.60 from which it 
is found that p = Pr(XSs) = .429 where Xis distributed chi-square 
with 2790 degrees of freedom (see the introduction and Figure 1 
for an explanation of what p indicates). 
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
Use 
This subroutine generates a random number X which is distri-
buted normally with mean AM and variance s2 , which is denoted by 
10 
2 
N(Afl,S ). The input variables are IRAN, K, AM, and S. Good accuracy 
is obtained if K = 12. Increasing the value of K will increase accur-
acy because the distribution of X will be closer to the desired 
normal distribution. 
A sample program which uses RVT3 is shown below: 
IRAN= 54195 
K = 12 
AM = 5. 
S = 7. 
CALL RVT3(IRAN,K,AM,S,X) 
END 
Mathematical discussion 
The central limit theorem is applied to numbers generated from 
a uniform distribution on (0,1) to generate random numbers with a 
standard normal distribution. The expected value of uniform random 
numbers generated on (0,1) 1 is 2. The variance of these numbers is 
1/12. Thus if we generate k independent R. by use of RAN then 
k k 1 
E(_LR.) = LE(R.) 
i=l 1 i=l l 
Also we have, 
=,L_ j_ 
i = l 2 
k k 
variance <IR.) = _L variance (R.) 
i=l l i=l l 
k 
= L 1112 
i=l 
= k/12 
By use of the central limit theorem 
k 
x =(LR.- k/2) /)(k/12) 
i=l l 
is distributed approximately N(O,l). 
X = xS + AM will be distributed N(AM,S2 ). 
Test results 
RVT3 was not tested. The above approach is used in IBM's 
3 scientific subroutine package. 
3IBM 77 
' p. . 
11 
12 
CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION 
Use 
RVT5 generates random numbers which are distributed chi-squar e 
with IR degrees of freedom. The generated random number is X. 
A sample program which uses RVT5 is shown below: 
IR = 11 
IRAN= 22519 
CALL RVTS(IRAN,IR,X) 
XT = X 
END 
Mathematical discussion 
Let the function f be an exponential density function with 
1 
parameter 2, and the function g be the square of the standard normal 
density function. That is, 
f (x) = {
!e -~ X 
~ otherwise x>o 
1 2 
- - X r:::-:::; 2 g(x) = (e 2 /lf2ir), 
-oo < X ( oo 
The moment generating functions for f and g are respectively, 
- 1-M f = (l-2t) 
13 
The chi-sq uare density function is given by 
x)O 
where r is a positive integer which is the degrees of freedom asso-
ciated with this function. 
The moment generating function for his 
1 
--r ~ = (l-2t) 2 
By using f and g we can obtain a random number whose di s tribu-
tion is given by h. For example, if r = 1, then~= Mg' and the 
random number whose distribution is g has a chi-square distribution 
with one degree of freedom. If r = 2, then~= Mf, and the random 
number whose distribution is f has a chi-square distribution with two 
degrees of freedom. The sum of a random number from f and of a random 
number from g will be distributed chi- square with three degrees of 
freedom since 
1 
(Mf)(Mg) = (l-2t)-l(l-2t) -2 
= (l-2t)- 312 
In general if r is odd,generate one random number from g and 
(r-1)/2 random numbers from f and form their sum, which will be 
14 
distributed chi-square with r degrees of freedon. If r is even, 
generate a random number which is the sum of r/2 random numbers from 
f and this sum will be distributed chi-square with r degrees of 
freedom. We can see that this method is valid by looking at the 
moment generating function s . In the odd case , 
1 
(M )(M )(r-l)/ 2 = (l-2t) 2(1-2t)-(r -l)/ 2 
g f 
= (l-2t)-r/2 
In the even ca s e 
An approximate proceedure for generating random numbers with a 
chi-sq uare distribut ion is by use of the Wilson-Hilferty 4 approximate 
formula, 
2 
<X ). = 
r l. r(l-2/(9r) + x./2/( 9r))
3 
J. 
4
Edwin B. Wilson and Margaret M. Hilferty, "The Distributio n 
on the Chi-Square," Proceedings of the National Academy of Science, 
XV II (19 31 ) , p • 6 8 7 • 
where the x. are independently generated from N(O,l) and r is the 
1 
number of degrees of freedom desired. In RVT5 this approximating 
formula is used if IR is greater than 79. 
A standard normal random number is obtained in RVT5 by adding 
twelve random numbers generated by RAN, and then subtracting six 
from this sum. To generate a random number x which follows the 
distribution off, RVT5 uses the equation, 
x = -2Log (1-S) 
e 
15 
where Sis a random number generated by RAN. This equation is derived 
as follows. The cumulative distribution function is 
x> O 
Let S be a uniform random number on (0,1) which is generated by 
RAN. Solve for x in the equat ion 
to obtain 
x = -2Log (1-S) 
e 
16 
Test results 
The chi-square goodness of fit values in the column under n 
degrees of freedom (n = 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30) in Table 2 are 
obtained by dividing the chi-square density function with n degrees 
of freedom into ten equal probability classes and generating thirty 
sets of random numbers for each n. Each set contains 1000 random 
numbers. The left-most column contains the expected number of the 
thirty chi-square goodn "ess of fit values in each column which should 
be in a certain range. The lines running through the table indicate 
which values actually are in each range. The ranges chosen are 
(0,4.17), (4.17,8.34), (8.34;14.68), and (14.68, = ). The expected 
number of chi-square values betwe ·en each set of lines is 3, 12, 12 , 
and 3, since Pr(0.(xf4.17) = .1, Pr(4.17(x.S8.34) = .4, Pr(8.34 < 
xS14.68) = ,4, and the Pr(l4.68<x<=) = .1. 
The expected chi-square goodness of fit value is 9. The aver-
age of the chi-square goodness of fit values is given at the bottom 
of each column. Although these averages are for specific numbers of 
the family of chi-square distributions, it is informative to add the 
sixteen averages and multiply this sum by thirty. This will be the 
grand totals of all the chi-square gobdness of fit values in the 
table from which it is found that p = Pr(X~ s) = ,85, where X is 
distributed chi-square with 4320 degrees of freedom (see the intro-
duction and Figure 1 for an explanation of what p indicate s) . 
17 
Table 2. Chi-square goodness of fit values obtained in testing RVT5 
IRAN= 84737 
Exp 
fre Degrees 
1 3 5 
2.68 3.06 3. 12 
3.42 3. 96 3.34 
4.22 4.80 4.18 
5.40 5.20 5.08 
5,92 6.20 5.28 
5.98 6.22 5.68 
6.40 6.86 5. 72 
6.80 7.44 6.18 
7.58 7.62 6.30 
7.90 8.06 6.44 
8.32 8.46 6.44 
8 .44 8.64 6. 78 
8.58 8 . 72 6.84 
8.62 9. 12 7.06 
12 8. 76 9.14 7.30 
9.20 9.20 l. 9. 74 9 . 36 8. 12 8.54 
9.82 9 , 50 9.56 
Ul.10 9.68 9.68 
10.2 0 9.88 10.06 
10 36 10. 08 10.32 
11. 04 10. 10 11. 28 
11. 16 10.20 11.46 
11.40 10.36 11. 68 
11. 80 11.88 12.40 
12. 78 12.06 12 .42 
12 12. 96 12.20 13.86 
14. 70 12.32 15.34 
17. 14 12.68 18.26 
3 19. 84 17~22 27.58 
Ave 9.38 9.01 9.21 
of freedom 
10 15 
3.06 1. 90 
3.42 3.08 
3. 70 4.02 
4.4 8 4.34 
4. 74 4.86 
5.06 5,64 
5.24 5.68 
5.44 5.88 
6.18 6.24 
7.28 6.58 
7.50 6.92 
7.86 7.04 
8.18 7.14 
8.36 I 7.60 9,60 7. 64 
10.26 8.54 
10. 70 8.60 
10. 76 8 .64 
10.80 8. 76 
11.66 8.80 
12.36 8.98 
13. 38 9.16 
14.34 9.20 
14 58 9. 76 
14.80 9.86 
15.08 11. 22 
16.56 11. 32 
17. 18 11. 40 
18. 14 15.84 
20.62 17 .16 
10.04 8.06 
20 
1. 7 2 
2. 70 
3.22 
4.10 
4.20 
4.32 
4. 96 
6.38 
6.54 
6. 70 
6. 72 
7.08 
7. 72 
7. 76 
8 .34 
8.44 
8.60 
8. 74 
9.20 
9. 72 
10.08 
10.1 6 
10. 88 
11. 20 
11. 54 
14.44 
15.14 
15.22 
16.54 
17. 74 
8.67 
25 
4.54 
5.40 
5. 78 
5.80 
6.46 
6. 96 
6.98 
7.02 
7.60 
7.62 
8.46 
8. 78 
9.46 
9,60 
9.66 
9; 96 
10.30 
10. 96 
11. 08 
11. 90 
12.02 
12,16 
12.60 
13. 26 
15.12 
16.14 
16.56 
18 .12 
18 .34 
24.44 
10. 77 
30 
2. 72 
3. 12 
3.28 
3.62 
3,92 
4.16 
4.34 
4.60 
5.66 
6.98 
7. 18 
7. 78 
7.82 
8.14 
9. 18 
9.46 
9.52 
9. 76 
10.34 
10. 92 
11.00 
11.84 
12.0 8 
12.38 
12.64 
14.46 
14. 86 
15.36 
17.06 
18.20 
9.08 
Table 2. Continued 
Exp 
fre 
35 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
2.50 2.50 1. 38 2.32 2.56 3.20 2.52 2.26 
2. 52 3.02 2.38 3.48 4.1 0 3.58 3.44 2.56 
3 ! 4. 68 3.98 3.94 3.90 4.22 3. 76 3. 92 4.08 
4. 78 4.10 4.14 4. 92 4.88 3. 96 4.14 4.28 
4.80 4.62 4.20 5.20 5.26 4.90 4.60 4.52 
5.34 4.82 5.56 5.34 5.26 5.20 5.08 4 . 60 
5.62 4.94 5. 76 5.86 5.82 5.26 5.38 5. 76 
5.68 5.22 5.98 6.66 6.38 6.28 6.02 5.52 
5.98 5.24 6.22 7. 34 6.50 6 . 30 6.52 5.62 
6.34 5.54 6.56 8.04 6. 72 7.20 6. 96 5. 68 
7.50 6.10 6.58 8.54 7.24 7. 54 6.98 5.94 
7.64 6.26 6.60 8 .58 7.40 7.80 7. 78 6.14 
7. 70 6.34 7.36 8. 70 7.48 7.90 7.9 8 6.42 
7. 72 6.50 7.38 9.00 7. 78 8 .2 0 8 . 00 6 .· 72 
8.90 7. 18 7.44 9.38 7.80 8 .22 8 .44 6.80 
9.46 7.82 7. 78 9.44 8 .46 8.26 8 . 50 6.98 
9.64 8.30 8 .04 9.48 9.16 8 .42 8 . 72 7.34 
9. 76 8. 72 8.56 9.56 9.16 8.92 8. 72 8 .42 
10.22 9.86 8 . 74 10.06 10.84 9.14 9.0 8 8 . 62 
11.44 9. 92 9.26 11. 18 11. 24 9. 18 9. 82 9. 12 
11. 50 10. 82 10. 72 11. 36 11. 68 9.60 10. 64 9. 96 
11. 58 10. 88 11.00 11. 50 11. 92 9. 70 11. 30 10.12 
11. 68 10.94 11. 54 12.30 12. 70 10.06 12. 62 10. 72 
13. 02 10.9 8 11. 90 12.90 14.52 10. 72 13.10 11. 18 
13. 02 11.50 12.00 12. 96 15.60 11. 78 13.94 11.3 2 
13.3 0 12.34 12.1 8 13.00 16.24 12.56~ 
16.16 13.64 14 .54 17.10 16.98 13.82 15.32 13. 82 
17.44 13. 80 17. 58 17.60 17.40 13. 92 16.02 15.54 
18.40 17.46 26. 64 17.9 8 19.40 14. 72 16.90 17 .1 8 
3 20. 72 22.92 29.48 20.28 22.18 14. 88 17. 76 18.08 
Ave 9.50 8.54 9.38 9. 80 9 .9 0 8. 50 9. 17 8.23 
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LINEAR DISTRIBUTION 
Application of FCTR in RVT6 and a mathematical discussion 
In RVT6 which is a subroutine for generating a random number 
with a gamma distribution, it is necessary to generate random number s 
of a function which approximates the gamma density function. The 
graph of this approximating function is a series of s traight line 
segments which are not necessarily connected at the end points. A 
typical graph is shown in the below figure. 
f(x) 
X 
Fig ure 2. Approximating function to the gamma density function. 
The method used in RVT6 ca n be used to generate random numbers 
corresp onding to a particular straight line segment of the graph, 
RVT6 selects a line segment at random. If there are n line segments , 
each line segment is given the prob ability of 1/n of being selected, 
since the probabilit y of a random number being in the domain of a 
particular line segment is 1/n . In other words, the area under each 
line segment is 1/n. After se le cting one of then line segments, 
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th en RVT6 translates the line segment so that its left end point is 
on the y-axis and both end points remain the same distances from the 
x-axis. Since the selection of the line segment has been a random 
process it is now necessary to be concerned only with this portion of 
the approximating function and not the rest of the function. Thus 
it is necessary to generate random numbers which will be distributed 
as shown in Figure 3. 
f(x) 
I 
-f b 
I d 
I 
I 
a ~ X 
Figure 3. A translated line segme nt of the approximating function to 
the gamma density function. 
The graph in Figure 3 can be represented mathematically as: 
f(x) = (d-b)x/a - b, 
The distribution function is, 
F(x) s: ((d-b)t/a - b) dt 
= (d-b)x 2/2a + bx 
Thus it is necessary to generate a random number Ron 
(O,(b+d)a/2), or equivalently generate a random number Son (0,1) 
and multiply S by (b+d)a/2, since R = (b+d)aS/2. 
To generate the random number x, solve for x in the following 
equation, 
(d-b) x 2/2a +bx= (b+d)Sa/2 
or upon rearranging terms, 
2 (d-b)x /2 a + bx - (b+d)Sa/2 = 0 
Use the quadratic formula to obtain, 
-b ± /b 2 + 4(d-b)S(b +d )a/4a 
X = 
----------------
2(d-b)/2a 
a(-b ±/b 2 + S(d-b)(d+b)) 
d-b 
Since the random number is positive FCTR uses the equation, 
X = 
d-b 
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Test results 
Two cases are tested on the computer; Case I, a line segment 
having a positive slope, and Case IIt a line segment having a nega-
tive slope. 
In Case I, A= 5, B = .1, D = .2. The interval (0,5) is divided 
into forty subintervals of equal length and the expected frequency 
calculated for each of the forty subintervals. Twenty sets of 1000 
random numbers in each set are generated and the goodness of fit 
chi-square values are 41, 28, 42, 32, 60, 32, 41, 40, 36, 35, 48, 
40, 65, 33, 31, 44, 39, 27, 33, and 49. The average of these chi-
square values is 39.8. The sums of these goodness of fit chi-square 
values is 796 from which it is found that p = Pr(X ~ s) = .66, where 
Xis distributed chi-square with 780 degrees of freedom (see the 
introduction and Figure 1 for an explanation of what p indicates). 
In Case II the interval (0,5) is also divided into forty sub-
intervals of equal length and twenty sets of 1000 random numbers each 
are generated with a goodness of fit chi-square value for each set. 
These goodness of fit chi-square values are 59, 30, 33, 34, 50, 35, 
37, 42, 46, 39, 44, 37, 52, 39, 37, 41, 40, 37, 26, and 52. The 
average of these chi-square values is 40.5. The sums of these 
goodness of fit chi-squ are values is 810 from which it is found that 
p = Pr(X < s) =. 78, where Xis distributed chi -square with 780 
degrees of freedom (see the introduction and Figure 1 for an explana -
tion of what p indicate s ). 
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GAMMA DISTRIBUTION 
Use 
This subroutine generates random numbers with a gamma distribu-
tion, 
1 
f (x) a -1 -x/fJ. X e t-', x>O .osS a ~100, ~ > o. 
X will be the generated random number. 
The input arguments AP and B correspond to a and~ respectively. 
NPC is the number of equal probability classe~ Larger value s of NPC 
will give increased accuracy and will require more execution time. 
NPC should be greater than or equal to 20 but less than or equal to 
100. 
If there is no change in AP or NPC, then the equal probability 
class boundaries will be obtained only the first time RVT6 is called 
by the main program. RVT6 calls the subroutine EPCB which is describ-
ed in another sec tion. RVT6 also calls DLGAM5 which obtains the log 
e 
of r<a). 
A sample program which use s RVT6 is shown be lo w: 
AP = 3. 
B = 5. 
IRAN= 53763 
NPC = 80 
5 IBM 362 
' p. . 
CALL RVT6(IRAN,NPC,AP,B,X) 
T = x,~x 
END 
Mathematical discussion 
The density function is 
1 a:-1 -x/~ X e , 
f (x) = 
0 otherwise. 
x>O, a > 0 , 
If u = x/~, then the transformed density function is 
g (u) = 
1 
= -==-e--,-
r< a:) 
a:-1 -u 
u e u>o 
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~ > 0 • 
RVT6 generates a random number which follows the g distribution 
and it is then multiplied by ~ which gives a random number following 
the F distribution. 
To understand the behavior of g calculate the first and second 
derivatives of g. 
g"(u) 
-1 
g'(u) =---
r(ex) 
Set g' = O, to obtain u =ex-1. 
Set g'' = O, to obtain u = ex-1±/a=T. 
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Therefore if ex~ 1, then g has its maximum at u =ex-1, since g'' is 
negative at thi s point. + If ex<: 1, then g(u)-+ 00 as u-+O • If ex.~ 1, 
then g has no inflection points. If l<'. ex~ 2, then g has an inflection 
point at u =ex-1+ ..fci:T. If ex> 2, then g has inflection points at 
u = ex-1+ ..fa::I. 
An accurate and fast method for generating random numbers having 
the g distribution is difficult because 
G(u) a Sou g(t)dt 
cannot be solved for u when G (u) is given. A resonable approach is 
to obtain n values of u by numerical means such that 
i = 1, 2, .•. , n. 
The u. then divide the domain of g into n intervals such that 1 
the probability of u being in a particular interva l is 1/n. 
Leth. be a linear function which approximates g on the ith 
1 
interval, 
h.(u) = a.u + b., 
1 1 1 u. <u ~u.+l· 1 - 1 
Select at random one of these intervals and then select at 
random a value of u which follows the function h .• The section 
1 
describing the function subprogram FCTR explains the method which 
RVT6 uses. 
If h. has as its endpoint s (u. , g(u.)) and (u.+l g( u .+ 1)), th e 1 1 1 1 , 1 
probability of an event occurring in the ith interval will not 
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necessarily be 1/n. RVT6 maintains equal probabality (ac tually thi s 
is done in the subroutine EPCB) for each interval by executing the 
following s tep s for all but the first and la s t int e rval s (Figur e 4) . 
1. d = where 
ui+l-ui 
The func tion hi will then pass through (ui+ 2 , c 1). 
Then 
Jui+l hi(t)dt = u. 
1 
1/n as was needed. 
For t he first interval there are two cases to consider. 
Case I: a ~ 2. The function h 1(u 1) must satisfy 
where h 1 (u 2) = g(u 2) (see Figures 5 , 6 , and 7). 
Case II; a > 2. The quantity u 1 must satisfy 
For the last interval un+l must safisfy 
1 
-2h (u )(u +l-u ) = 1/n, n n n n 
where h (u ) = g(u ) and h +l = 0 (see Figure 9 ). n n n n 
RVT6 calls the subroutine EPCB which performs the necessary 
••• , h (u ), h (u +l). 
n n n n 
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If lh 1 (ui)-hi(ui+l)I < .00001 then u is generated uniformly on 
the interval (ui,ui+l). 
h .. (u.) 
;L 1 
g(u.) 
1 
h/ui+l) 
g(ui+l) 
Figure 4. 
- - -- -
..,_ "i 
-4 
I 
I 
I 
u. 
1 lli+l 
Method of obtaining h., i=2,3, ••• ,n-1. 
1 
'- ',, / g(u) 
--
--
- - -
- - - - -
= 0 
Figure 5. Method of obtaining h
1 
when ex ( 1. 
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I', / g(u) 
I 
' I 
I 
' ...... I -
-
-
-- --
Figure 6, Method of obtaining h
1 
when a = 1. 
Lg(u) 
- - ..... 
= 0 
' 
' \ 
'\. 
'\. 
Figure 7. Method of obtaining h 1 when 1 <a~ 2. 
' 
' 
' 
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.... - -
hl(u2) 
hl (ul)= 
Figure 8. 
h (u) 
n n 
I 
Figure 9. 
-
/ 
/ ..... 
I 
' 
ul u2 
Method of obtaining h 1 when a.)2. 
/g(u) 
- -
-
/ 
r-- -
I 
Method of obtaining h. 
n 
...... 
' 
' 
' 
30 
g(u) 
' 
' 
' ' 
-
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Test results 
RVT6 is tested by letting NPC = 23 and AP= 1.5 and seeing how 
well this approximating function which is given by RVT6 fits the 
approximating function given by RVT6 if NPC = 100 and AP= 1.5. The 
expected distribution in the goodness of fit chi-square test is the 
approximating function given by RVT6 when NPC = 100. Twenty goodness 
of fit chi-square values are obtained by dividing the function into 
the 100 equal probability intervals and generating 20 sets of random 
numbers with 3000 random numbers in each set (Table 3). Since there 
is not a good fit at the ends of the distribution, the goodness of 
fit chi-square values are also calculated for 94 intervals where 3 
intervals at each end of the distribution are omitted (Table 4). 
Thus by comparing the results in Table 3 and Table 4 it can be seen 
that there is a good fit if the ends of the distribution are not 
included in the test. 
The sums of the goodness of fit chi-square values in Table 4 
is 1839. 7 from which it is found that p = Pr(X ~ s) = .37, where X 
is distributed chi-square with 1860 degrees of freedom (see the 
introduction and Figure 1 for an explanation of what p indicates). 
The proceedures used in RVT6 are tested by using EPCB and gener-
ating numbers following the F distribution with IRN = 50 and IRD = 3. 
The same pattern for obtaining chi-square goodness of fit values is 
used as in testing RVT7 (see page 46 ). The results for this test of 
RVT6 are presented in Table 5. The sums of the goodness of fit 
values in Table 5 is 509. 76 from which it is found that p = Pr(X~s) = 
.11, where Xis distributed chi-square with 550 degrees of freedom 
(see the introduction and Figure 1 for an explanation of what p 
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Table 3, Chi-square goodness of fit values obtained in testing 
RVT6 with NPC = 23 and AP= 1.5 IRAN= 53472. 
Exp fre 4 4 4 4 4 
range (0,87,0) (87,0,94.8) (94.8,101.9) (101,9,110,6) (110,6, 00 ) 
91, 9 
92, 8 
89.8 
96. 9 109,7 
108,8 
146,9 
122.6 
132. 9 
114.2 
125.9 
104,5 
111. 3 
133. 0 
115.9 
123.8 
117. 7 
140. 7 
164,9 
123.6 
Table 4. Chi-square goodness of fit values obtained in testing 
RVT6 with NPC = 23 and AP= 1.5 IRAN= 53473. 
Exp fre 4 4 4 4 4 
range (0, 81.4) ( 81.4, 88 .9) (88.9,95.8) (95,8,104,2) (104 ,2, 00 ) 
71. 1 83.2 92. 5 102.0 106 .6 
78.3 86.9 91. 5 97. 1 105. 9 
60.8 89. 7 100.0 109.6 
72.6 92. 0 97 .5 127.l 
74.1 1.01. 2 
Table 5. Chi-square goodness of fit values obtained in testing the 
proceedures used in RVT6 by use of EPCB to generate F 
distributed random numbers with n = 50 and d = 3 degrees 
of freedom IRAN= 62543. 
Exp fre 5 7.5 12.5 12.5 7.5 
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5 
range (0,5.6) (5.6,7.6) (7.6,10,3) (l0.3,13.7) (13. 7,17.3) (17.3, 00 ) 
5.319 5.853 8. 745 10.860 15.403 21. 300 
4.333 6. 5 71 8.185 11. 285 15.651 19.445 
3. 744 6. 964 9.989 10.355 16 .932 
5.291 6.2 87 8. 960 12.235 15.249 
5.304 6. 813 7.907 10.595 14.867 
4.223 6. 519 8.629 12.488 14,888 
4.525 7.531 8 .813 13,453 16.367 
5.017 6. 440 9. 756 11. 709 14.128 
7.452 12.068 15.005 
11. 360 
12.471 
10.344 
10. 436 
11. 795 
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indicates). 
The values obtained for 
in the table by Catherine M. 
u 1 ,u 2 , ••. ,un were compared with values 
6 
Thompson and there is agreement to five 
and usually six significant digits for ex ranging from .5 to 50 and 
NPC = 100. To make the comparison, u 1 ,u 2 , ••• ,un must be multiplied 
by two. Since no such comparisons have been made when 50 < ex <.. 5, 
good accuracy in calculating u 1 ,u 2 , •.. , u cannot be garanteed. n 
However if the user desire~ he can use the program in the range 
. 05 ..5 ex .S. 100. 
6
Catherine M. Thomps on, an d Egon S. Pearso n , "Distribu tio n 
of t h e Ch i - Squa r e ," Bi ometri ka , XXXII (1 942 ), p . p . 188- 189 . 
Use 
EQUAL PROBABILITY CLASS BOUNDARIES 
FOR THE GAMMA FUNCTION 
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The name EPCB isamnemonic for equal probability class boundaries. 
This subroutine is called by RVT6 and supplies the following values to 
RVT6: 
u 1 'u 2 ' · • • ' u n+ 1 
hl (ul)'h2(u2), 
which are stored in the A array. 
, h (u ) which are stored in the BF array. 
n n 
hl (u2),h2(u3), , hn(un+l) which are stored in the DF array. 
(See the section on the subroutine RVT6 for an explanation of what the 
above symbols represent.) 
The input argument NPC is the number of equal probability classes 
to be calculated by EPCB. The input argument Pis a parameter vector. 
P(l) = ex, • 05 ~ ex :S. 100 
P ( 2 ) = Ln ( r ( ex ) ) 
P(3) = ~ 
where ex and~ are the parameters in the gamma di str ibution , 
f(x) = 1 ex-1 -x/~ X e 
EPCB calls DSIM which is a subroutine to perform numerical 
integration using Simpon's rule over an interval supplied by EPCB. 
Table 6 shows the number of intervals supplied to DSIM in obtaining 
36 
each equal probability class boundary for the case when NPC: 100 and 
a takes on the values of .5, 1.5, and 25.0 (this excludes the 3 inter -
vals sent to DSIM to obtain the points used in Lagrange's interpola-
tion formula to obtain the interpolated equal probability class 
boundary). 
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Table 6. Number of intervals sent to DSIM for each equal probability 
interval for three values of a (this number excludes the 
three intervals sent to DSIM to obtain the points used in 
Lagranges interpolation formula). 
Interval a Interval a 
• 5 1.5 25 • 5 1.5 25 
1 481 41 52 41 8 4 1 
2 20 5 4 42 8 4 1 
3 12 5 3 43 8 4 1 
4 8 5 3 44 9 4 2 
5 11 4 2 45 9 4 1 
6 7 4 1 /+6 9 4 1 
7 8 4 2 47 9 4 1 
8 10 4 1 48 10 5 1 
9 6 4 2 49 5 4 2 
10 6 3 1 50 5 4 1 
11 6 4 1 51 6 5 1 
12 8 3 1 52 5 4 1 
13 8 4 1 53 6 5 1 
14 8 3 1 54 6 4 2 
15 10 4 1 55 6 5 1 
16 5 3 1 56 7 5 1 
17 5 4 2 57 6 5 1 
18 6 3 2 58 7 5 2 
19 6 4 1 59 7 5 1 
20 6 3 2 60 8 5 1 
21 7 3 1 61 7 5 1 
22 7 4 2 62 8 6 2 
23 8 3 1 63 9 5 1 
24 8 4 2 64 8 6 1 
25 8 3 1 65 9 6 2 
26 8 4 1 66 9 6 1 
27 9 3 2 67 10 6 1 
28 10 4 1 68 5 6 2 
29 5 3 1 69 5 7 1 
30 5 4 2 70 6 6 2 
31 5 3 1 71 6 7 1 
32 6 4 1 72 5 7 2 
33 6 3 1 73 7 8 1 
34 6 4 2 74 8 7 2 
35 6 4 1 75 --, 8 1 I 
36 6 3 1 76 8 8 2 
37 7 4 1 77 8 9 2 
38 7 4 2 78 8 8 1 
39 7 3 1 79 8 9 2 
40 7 4 1 80 9 10 2 
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Table 6. Continued 
Interval ex Interval ex 
. 5 1.5 25 • 5 1.5 25 
81 9 5 2 91 11 10 3 
82 10 6 2 92 6 6 3 
83 6 5 2 93 6 6 4 
84 5 6 2 94 8 7 5 
85 7 6 3 95 10 8 5 
86 6 7 2 96 6 11 6 
87 7 7 3 97 8 6 8 
88 8 7 2 98 9 9 10 
89 9 9 3 99 9 13 9 
90 9 9 3 
A major section of EPCB is devoted to determining where numeri -
cal integration is to begin, and the initial interval size H sent to 
DSIM, both of which are dependent upon the value of ex. 
If .05 < ex~ .19, then H = lo- 59 and integration begins at lo- 59 • 
If .19 < ex < 1, then the following algorithm i s used: 
u = .001 
e = u (1) 
u = e/2 (2) 
r = ug(u) (3) 1 ex-1 -u where g(u) = --- u e 
r( ex) 
If r 
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-10 is greater than 10 , then steps (1), (2), and (3) are repeated. 
Wh ' 1 h 1 10- lO, h H ' ' h 1 f en r is ess tan or equa to ten is given t e va ue o u 
and numerical integration using DSIM begins at u. 
If 1 h H 10- 6 d . . b · a = , ten = an integration egins at zero. 
If l( a <'l.000001, then a is given the value of 1. 
If 1.000001 < a < 1.01, then H = (a -1) X 10- 4 , and integration 
begins at zero. 
If 1. 01 ~ a < 2, then 
H = (.002)(a)(a-1)(48.8a-4l)(H)/(150-15a), and integration begins at 
zero. 
If 2 ~ a ~ 3, then 
H = (.Ol)(a)(48.8a-41)/(150-15a), and integration begins at zero. 
If 3.::: a ~ 100, then the left inflection poi nt is cal culated 
u=a-1-~ 
The following calculat ion is also made , 
s = u/(lOn), 
where n is the number of equal probability classes to be calculated 
by EPCB, 
Then the following steps are repeated until r is less than or equal 
to 10- 10• 
e = u (1) 
u = e-s (2) 
r = ug(u) (3) 
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Integration begins at the last value of u in the above algorithm, and 
H = a /120. 
Table 7 contains data for particular values of a indicating the 
initial interval size H sent to DSIM, initial point u0 at which 
integration using DSIM begins, number of intervals (ca ll s to DSIM) 
s ent to DSIM to calculate u2 and the value of u2 which i s the right 
hand boundary of the first equal probability inte r val, 
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Table 7. Initial information regarding the calculation of the right-
hand boundary of the first equal probability interval. 
Calls 
H uo to u2 
DSIM 
. 05 .100 X 10-58 • 100 X 10-58 624 .466902 X 10-39 
• 1 • 100 X 10-58 .100 X 10-58 1258 .60801 8 X 10-20 
. 15 • 100 X 10-58 • 100 X 10- 58 1480 • 292417 X 10- 13 
• 2 • 112 X 10-46 • 112 X 10- 46 1191 .652547 X 10-10 
• 3 . 126 X 10-31 • 126 X 10-31 804 • 150222 X 10- 6 
• 4 .424 X 10-24 • 424 X 10-24 610 . 741537 X 10- 5 
• 5 .278 X 10-19 . 278 X 10-19 485 • 785438 X 10-4 
• 6 • 284 X 10-16 .284 X 10-16 407 .384834 X 10- 3 
• 7 • 728 X 10-14 • 7 28 X 10-14 344 . 121262 X 10- 2 
.8 .233 X 10-12 .233 X 10-12 306 .289807 X 10- 2 
• 9 . 745 X 10- 11 . 745 X 10- 11 266 .575812 X 10-2 
.9999997 • 596 X 10-10 • 596 X 10-10 245 .01005033 
1.0000000 .100 X 10- 6 0.0 103 .01005035 
1. 00001 .954 X 10- 9 o.o 204 .0100508 
1. 01 .124 X 10- 5 o.o 100 .0105666 
1.02 . 266 X 10- 5 o.o 90 . 0110987 
1.03 . 426 X 10- 5 o.o 84 • 0116474 
1.04 .604 X 10- 5 0.0 79 . 0122127 
1.05 . 80 1 X 10- 5 o.o 76 .0127948 
1.06 • 102 X 10- 4 o.o 74 • 0133938 
1.07 . 125 X 10- 4 o.o 71 .0140098 
1.08 . 151 X 10- 4 0.0 69 .0146430 
1. 09 • 179 X 10- 4 0.0 67 .0152933 
1. 1 1 209 X 10-4 0.0 66 . 0159610 
1. 2 , 639 X 10-4 0.0 55 .0236087 
1. 3 . 134 X 10- 3 0.0 50 .0330580 
1. 4 .2 37 X 10- 3 0.0 46 .0443301 
1.5 .379 X 10-3 0.0 44 .0574155 
1. 6 .565 X 10- 3 0.0 41 . 0722833 
1. 7 .802 X 10- 3 0.0 39 .0888878 
1. 8 .110 X 10- 2 0.0 37 .107175 
1. 9 .146 X 10- 2 o.o 36 .127084 
1. 99999 
.00189 o.o 35 .148553 
2.00000 .0 0943 o.o 19 .148555 
2. 1 . 0109 0.0 19 . 171520 
2.2 .0125 0.0 19 .195923 
2.3 .0142 0.0 19 .2 21697 
2.4 . 0160 0.0 19 .24 8793 
2.5 .0180 o.o 19 .2 77147 
2.6 .0201 0.0 19 .306707 
2. 7 .0224 0.0 19 .337423 
2.8 . 0274 0.0 18 .369248 
2.9 .0301 0.0 18 . 402135 
3.0 .0301 0.0 18 . 436045 
3. 1 .0258 .000651 22 .470926 
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Table 7. Continued 
Calls 
Cl, H uo to u2 
DSIM 
3.2 .0267 .000717 22 .506751 
3.3 .0275 .000783 23 .543480 
3.4 .0283 .000851 24 .581079 
3.5 • 0292 .00184 25 .619515 
3.6 .0300 .00198 25 .658758 
3. 7 .0308 • 00211 26 .698779 
3.8 .0317 .00338 27 . 739550 
3.9 .0325 .00359 27 . 781046 
4.0 .0333 .00 380 23 .823249 
5.0 . 0417 . 0180 34 1. 12791 
6.0 .0500 .0470 38 1. 78528 
7.0 .0583 .959 42 2.33021 
8.0 .0667 . 165 45 2. 90611 
9.0 .0750 .259 47 3.5 0 746 
10.0 .0833 . 372 49 4.13020 
11. 0 .0917 . 506 50 4. 77125 
12.0 .100 .661 51 5.4281 8 
13.0 .108 . 837 52 6.09907 
14.0 .117 1.03 53 6. 78235 
15.0 . 125 1. 25 53 7.47673 
16.0 .133 1. 48 54 8. 18111 
17. 0 .142 1. 7 3 54 8. 89457 
18 .0 . 150 2.00 54 9.61634 
19.0 . 158 2. 27 55 10.345 7 
20.0 . 16 7 2.56 55 11. 0821 
21. 0 .175 2.87 55 11. 8250 
22.0 . 183 3.1 8 55 12. 5740 
23.0 . 192 3.51 55 13. 3286 
24.0 .200 3. 86 55 14. 0885 
25.0 .20 8 4.20 55 14 . 8533 
26.0 .217 4. 56 55 15. 6228 
27.0 .22 5 4 . 93 54 16 . 3967 
28 .0 . 233 5. 32 54 17. 1748 
29.0 . 242 5. 70 54 17.9567 
30. 0 .250 6 . 12 54 18 . 7424 
31. 0 . 258 6 .52 54 19. 5317 
32.0 . 26 7 6.94 54 20.3243 
33.0 . 275 7.35 54 21. 1201 
34.0 . 283 7. 80 53 21. 9190 
35.0 .292 8. 23 53 22 . 7209 
36.0 .300 8.6 7 53 23. 5255 
37.0 . 308 9 . 12 53 24.3329 
38.0 . 317 9.58 53 25.1 428 
39.0 . 325 10.0 53 25.9552 
40.0 . 333 10.5 52 26. 7700 
41. 0 . 342 11. 0 52 27.5872 
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Table 7. Continued 
Calls 
H uo to u2 
DSIM 
42.0 .350 11. 5 52 28.4065 
43.0 .358 11. 9 52 29.2280 
44.0 . 36 7 12.4 52 30.0515 
45.0 . 37 5 12.9 51 30.8770 
46.0 . 383 13. 4 51 31. 7045 
47.0 . 392 13. 9 51 32.5338 
48.0 . 400 14.5 51 33.3650 
49.0 . 408 13.0 51 34.1979 
50.0 . 417 15.5 50 35.0324 
The variable KOUNT is used as a control on the interval size H 
sent to DSIM. At the beginning of an equal probability class inter-
val, KOUNT is set equal to zero. KOUNT is incremented by one each 
time an interval of size His sent to DSIM. If KOUNT equals 10, then 
the interval size His doubled. There is an exception to this pro-
ceed ure in the first equal probability class interval. If ex~ 2, 
then the interval size H remains constant throughout the first equal 
probability class interval. 
The variable ARG is a vector which stores the successive acc umu-
lated areas obtained each time an interval is sent to DSIM. The 
variables XL and XU are respectively the lo wer and upper bound of the 
interval being sent to DSIM. Mis the maximum number of successive 
accumulated areas that can be stored. Mis also the number of points 
used in Lagrange's interpolation formula to obtain u .. Mis initial-
1. 
ized at the beginning of EPCB. The vari able XA is a vector which 
stores the points on the u-axis which correspond to the values stored 
in ARG. The most recent accumulated a rea is always stored in ARG(M). 
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The variable PC is the area which must be obtained by ARG(M) to 
locate an equal probability class right-hand boundary. In practice 
ARG(M) will very rarely equal PC; therefore the first time ARG(M) 
exceeds PC then the interval (XA(M-1),XA(M)) is divided into M-1 
subintervals and each of these subintervals are sent to DSIM, and the 
associated values of ARG(l), .•• ,ARG(M) are obtained, These M 
values are used in Lagrange's interpolation formula to obtain the 
point u at which the accumulated area equals PC. The variable ISW 
is an indicator of when these subintervals are being sent to DSIM. 
PC is then incremented by an amount 1/n. If ARG(M) is greater than 
or equal to this new value of P~ then the interval size His halved 
and integration begins at the value of PC before it was incremented 
by 1/n. 
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F DISTRIBUTION 
Use 
This subroutine generated random numbers F which follow the F 
distribution. The input variables IRN and IRD are degrees of freedom 
for the numerator and denominator respectively. RVT7 uses RVTS. 
A sample program which uses RVT7 is shown below: 
IRAN= 691 7 
IRN = 5 
IRD = 9 
CALL RVT7(IRAN,IRN,IRD,F) 
G = F*F 
END 
Mathematical dis cus sion 
If the random variable V ha s a chi-square distribution with 
n degrees of freedom and W has a chi-square distribution with d 
degrees of freedom, then the F di stribution is given by 
F = (V/n)/(W/d) 
provided that V and Ware stochasti cally independent. 
RVT7 generates V and W by use of RVTS, the subroutine for genera t-
i ng ra ndom numbers with a chi-square distribution . 
Test results 
Table 8 contains chi-square goodness of fit values which are 
obtained by generating 1000 random numbers which should follow the 
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F distribution with n degrees of freedom for the numerator and d 
degrees of freedom for the denominator. The domain of the F dis-
tribution is divided into twelve intervals for making the chi-square 
goodness of fit test. The boundaries of these intervals is dependent 
on n and r, the degrees of freedom of the particular distribution 
being tested. 
Table 9 contains fifty chi-square goodness of fit values which 
are obtained by generating fifty sets with 1000 random number s in 
each set. Each column is headed by the expected frequency for a 
particular range of the chi-square goodness of fit value. Twelve 
intervals are used for making the test, thus the expected average 
of these values is eleven. The actual average i s 9.91 . The sums 
of these goodness of fit chi-square values is 495.45 from which it 
is found that p = Pr(X .S s) = . 09, where Xis distributed chi-square 
with 550 degrees of freedom (see the introduction and Figure 1 for 
an explanat ion of what p indi cat es). 
Table 8. Chi-square goodness of fit values obtained in testing 
RVT7 for ten combinations of n and d. 
degrees 
of 
fr eedom 
chi-square value 
(n) 
(d) 
3 
1 
22 
10 
1 
8 
30 
1 
10 
100 
1 
18 
1 
3 
10 
15 50 7 20 
3 3 6 6 
17 8 11 14 
Table 9. Chi-square goodness of fit values obtained in testing 
RVT7 with n = 1 and d = 3 IRAN= 62543. 
Exp fre 5 7.5 12.5 12.5 7. 5 
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5 
5 
7 
9 
range (0,5.6) (5.6,7.6) (7.6,10.3) (10.3,13.7) (13.7,17.3) (17.3, 00 ) 
3. 763 7.073 9.059 11. 909 15.565 18.520 
5.180 7.273 10. 009 11. 389 16.512 18. 696 
4.200 7.529 9. 857 10. 611 15. 980 24.263 
5.015 6.164 8. 720 12.441 14.22 7 
4.5 85 5.937 8.904 13.547 15.205 
4. 187 6 . 888 9.221 11.907 14,104 
3. 953 6.543 9. 192 11. 047 
4. 795 5.950 8 ,424 13.424 
5.432 10.185 12.620 
4.573 9.220 12. 413 
9,345 11.387 
8,507 
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t DISTRIBUTION 
Use 
This subroutine generates random numbers T which follow the t 
distribution. The input variable IR is the number of degrees of free-
dom. RVT8 uses RVTS. 
A sample program which uses RVT8 is shown below: 
IRAN= 51343 
IR= 7 
CALL RVT8(IRAN,IR,T) 
G = T 
END 
Mathematical discussion 
If the random variable X has the standard normal distribution 
and Y has a chi -square distribution with r degrees of freedom, then 
the t distribution is given by 
T = X/ /Y/r 
RVT8 generates X by adding twelve random numbers generated by 
RAN, and then subtracting six from this sum. Y is generated by use 
of RVTS, the subroutine for generating random numbers with a chi-
square distribution. 
Test results 
Table 10 contains chi-square goodness of fit values which are 
obtained by generating 1000 random numbers which should follow the 
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t distribution with r degrees of freedom. rhe domain of the t 
distribution is divided into fifteen intervals for making the chi-
square goodness of fit test. The boundaries of these intervals are 
dependent on r, the degrees of freedom of the particular distribution 
being tested, 
Table 11 contains fifty chi-square goodness of fit values which 
are obtained by generating fifty sets with 1000 random numbers in 
each set. Each column is headed by the expected frequency for a 
particular range of the chi-square goodness of fit value. Fifteen 
intervals are used for making the test, thus the expected average 
of these values is fourteen. The actual average is 14, 8 , The su m s 
of the chi-square goodness of fit values is 740. 74 fro m whi ch it is 
found that p = Pr(X~s) = , 86, where Xis distributed chi-square with 
700 degrees of freedom (see the introduction and Fi gure 1 for an 
explanation of what p indicates). 
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Table 10. Chi-square goodness of fit values obtained in testing 
RVT8 for ten values of IR. 
degrees of freedom (r) 2 5 8 
chi-square value 16 14 17 
10 
22 
15 
21 
20 
9 
25 
17 
30 
24 
55 
14 
100 
9 
Table 11. Chi-square goodness of fit values obtained in testing 
RVT8 with IR= 5 IRAN= 34925. 
Exp fre 5 7.5 12.5 12.5 7.5 5 
range (0,7.8) (7.8,10.2) (10.2,13.3) (13.3,17.1) (1 7.1,21.1) (21.1, 00 ) 
6.260 9. 722 12.310 16. 112 19.07 8 29.148 
7 • .'i.2.2 8 .420 11. 618 15. 868 18 .1 82 24.200 
5.682 9.288 12. 962 14.462 17.922 32.228 
9.038 11. 712 14.220 20. 898 22.878 
9.318 11.04 8 13. 628 19.238 22.152 
9.810 11. 692 15. 738 19.212 27 . 898 
9.002 10.428 15.610 18.098 
9. 720 12.512 13. 840 20.332 
11. 288 16. 962 
12.472 13. 568 
10 .61 8 16.5 42 
11.262 15. 712 
13. 310 
F DISTRIBUTION USING EPCB 
Use 
This subroutine generates random numbers which follow the F 
distribution. In contrast with RVT7, this program generates the 
chi-square random numbers using EPCB and the proceedures of RVT6 
(see the section describing RVT7 for a description of IRN and 
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IRD). NPC is the number of equal probability classes to be obtained 
by EPCB. Xis the generated random number which follows the F 
distribution. 
A sample program which uses RVT9 is shown below: 
IRAN 55825 
NPC = 100 
IRN 13 
IRD = 31 
CALL RVT9(IRAN,NPC,IRN,IRD,X) 
XT = 3. ~·(x 
END 
Mathematical discussion 
Refer to the section describing RVT7. 
Test results 
Refer to the section describing RVT6, pa ge 31. RVT9 was used to 
obtain the results which are in Table 5. 
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SUMMARY 
There is a need for subroutines that generate random numbers 
following specific statistical distributions for use in the library 
of statistical programs. The subroutines written for this thesis 
generate random numbers for some of the commonly used statistical 
distributions, but there are many other distributions for which ran-
dom number generators could be written. These subroutines can then 
be used in Monte Carlo or simulation studies. They also are useful 
as a teaching tool in statistics classes. 
Since the performance of the subroutines depends upon the 
performance of the uniform random number generator, it is important 
for the user to understand how well the uniform random number gener-
ator works. The uniform random number generator use d for this 
thesis is one of the better generators that is avai lable for the 
IBM 360, model 44 computer on which the subroutines are tested. 
However, the generator breaks down at the ends of the interval (O,l). 
This affects the generated distribution so that it is less accurate 
in the tails of the distribution. 
The method used in ge nerating gamma rando m numbers in RVT6 is 
as accurate as the method used in generating chi-square random num-
bers in RVT5, and RVT6 is much faster if a large quantity of random 
numbers is needed. For example after EPCB has returned the neces sary 
information to RVT6, then it takes .1 millisecond to generate a gamma 
random number. In contrast it takes 7 milliseconds to generate a 
chi-sq uare random number with 5 degrees of freedom. 
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Appendix A 
Execution Times for Generating One Random Number on IBM's System 360 
Model 44 Computer (Execution Time is given in Milliseconds) 
Compile and Execution time for gen-
Subroutine Link Edit Parameters erating one random number 
Time (in sec) (in milliseconds) 
RVT2 21 N= 5 P=.25 4 
(binomial) N=lO P=.25 6 
N=20 P=.25 8 
N=20 P=. 87 9 
N=40 P=.25 13 
RVT3 22 K= 6 5 
(normal) K=l2 6 
K=25 9 
K=50 15 
RVT5 
(chi•square) 25 IR= 5 7 
IR=lO 6 
IR=30 11 
IR=50 16 
... k 
RVT6 75 PC= 20 AP= 5. 0 11 , 000 
NPC= 50 AP= 5. 0 22, 000 
NPC=lO O AP= 5. 0 29,000 
NPC=l OO AP= . 5 68,000 
NPC=lOO AP=49 . 5 30,000 
;~After execution of EPCB then each a dditional gamma ran dom 
number is generated in. 1 milli s econd irregardless of the parameter 
values. 
Subroutine 
RVT7 
(F) 
RVT8 
( t) 
Appendix A (continued) 
Compile and 
Lin k Edit 
Time (in se c) 
30 
30 
Parameters 
IRN= 5 IRD= 5 
IRN= 1 IRD== 9 
IRN= 2 IRD=l8 
IRN= 3 IRD=27 
IR N=27 IRD=27 
IRN==28 IRD=2 8 
IR= 3 
IR= 6 
IR==l5 
IR=l6 
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Execution time for gen-
erating one random numbe r 
(in milliseconds) 
12 
11 
9 
1 7 
23 
18 
6 
8 
13 
11 
Appendix B 
Listings of the Subprograms 
UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION ON (O,1) 
UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION ON (A,B) 
BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION 
LINEAR DISTRIBUTION 
GAMMA DISTRIBUTION 
EQUAL PROBABILITY CLASS BOUNDARIES 
LN ,( 2) 
INTEGRATION WITH SIMPSON'S RULE 
FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION 
F DISTRIBUTION 
t DISTRIBUTION 
F DISTRIBUTION USING EPCB 
5 7 
Page 
57 
58 
58 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
65 
67 
67 
68 
68 
69 
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UNIFORM DISTIRUBTION ON (0,1) 
FUNCTION RAN (IRAN) 
C RANDOM NUMBER SUBROUTINE FOR A BINARY MACHINE 
C GENERATES UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBERS IN THE INTERVAL OTO 1 
C CONSTANT ONE= (2>b',((B+l)/2))+3 
C CONSTANT WO = ( 2>'d,B )-
C CONSTANT HREE= 1.0/(2.>'<>',B) 
C B = NUMBER OF BITS IN THE INTEGER WORD 
C B = 31 FOR THIS SUBROUTINE 
C GENERAL USAGE IS AS FOLLOWS 
C A = RAN( IRAN) 
C IRAN SHOULD BE A LARGE ODD INTEGER 
C TO START A NEW SEQUENCE OF NUMBERS, CHANGE IRAN 
C REMARKS 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS SPECIFIC TO IBM I S SYSTEM/360 AND WILL PRO-
C DUCE 2>b',29 TERMS BEFORE REPEATING. THE REFERENCE BELOW 
C DISCUSSES SEEDS (65539 HERE), RUN PROBLEMS, AND PROBLEMS 
C CONCERNING RANDOM DIGITS USING THIS GENERATION SCHEME. 
C MACLAREN AND MARSAGLIA, JACM 12, P. 83-89, DISCUSS CONGRUEN-
C TIAL GENERATION METHODS AND TESTS. THE USE OF TWO GENERATORS 
C OF THE RAN TYPE, ONE FI LLING A TABLE AND ONE PICKING FROM 
C THE TABLE, IS OF BENEFIT IN SOME CASES. 65549 HAS BEEN 
C SUGGESTED AS A SEED WHICH HAS BETTER STATISTICAL PROPERTIES 
C FOR HIGH ORDER BITS OF THE GENERATED DEVIATE. 
C SEEDS SHOULD BE CHOSEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DISCUSSION 
C GIVEN IN THE REFERENCE BELOW. ALSO, IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT 
C I F FLOATING POINT RANDOM NUMBERS ARE DESIRED, AS ARE 
C AVAILABLE FROM RAN, THE RANDOM CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
C FLOATING POINT DEVIATES ARE MODIFIED AND IN FACT THESE 
C DEVIATES HAVE HIGH PROBABILITY OF HAVING A TRAILING LOW 
C ORDER ZERO BIT IN THEIR FRACTIONAL PART. 
C METHOD 
C POWER RESIDUE METHOD ISCUSSED IN IBM MANUAL C20-8011, 
C RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION AND TESTING 
DATA IX/0/ 3%7 /
IF (IRAN:i:Q. IX) GO TO 3 
IX = IRAN 
IY = IX 
3 IY = IY>',65539 
IF(IY.LT.O) IY = IY+2147483647+1 
RAN= IY 
RAN= RAN*.4656613E-9 
RETURN 1 yl...,4 v ; 1"< 
END 
UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION ON (A,B) 
SUBROUTINE RVTl(IRAN,A,B,X) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE OBTAINS A UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER 
C ON THE INTERVAL (A,B). 
X = (B-A)·kRAN( IRAN)+A 
RETURN 
END 
BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 
SUBROUTINE RVT2(IRAN, N,P,X) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE OBTAINS A RANDOM NUMBER WHICH FOLLOWS 
C THE BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION. 
X=O. 0 
DO 1 I=l,N 
R = RAN( IRAN) 
IF(R. LT. P)X=X+l. 
1 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
SUBROUTINE RVT3(IR AN,K,AM,S,X) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE OBTAINS A RANDOM NUMBER WHICH FOLLOWS 
C THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION WHICH HAS A MEAN OF AM AND 
C A STANDARD DEVIATION OF S. 
X = 0 . 
DO 1 I=l, K 
1 X = X+RAN(IRAN) 
AK= K 
X = (X-AK/2. )/SQRT(AK/12.) 
RETURN 
END 
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CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION 
SUBROUTINE RVTS(IRAN,IR,X) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES RANDOM NUMBERS WHICH FOLLOW 
C THE CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION WITH IR DEGREES OF FREEDOM, 
IF(IR.GT. 79)GO TO 9 
IC=IR/2 
IC=2;'rIC 
IF(IR.GT.IC)GO TO 2 
C THE FOLLOWING 3 STATEMENTS ARE FOR THE CASE WHEN IR IS EVEN 
X=O. 
IC=IC/2 
DO 1 I=l, IC 
1 X=X-2.;'rALOG(RAN(IRAN)) 
RETURN 
C THE REMAINING STATEMENTS ARE FOR THE CASE WHEN IR IS ODD 
2 XNS=O. 
DO 3 I=l,12 
3 XNS=XNS+RAN(IRAN) 
XNS= (XNS-6. );'r-:r2 
IRR=(IR-1)/2 
C THE NEXT STATEMENT CHECKS FOR THE CASE WHEN IR IS 1 
IF(IRR.GT.O)GO TO 4 
X=XNS 
RETURN 
4 XE=O. 
DO 5 I=l, IRR 
5 XE=XE-2. -:rALOG ( RAN (IRAN) ) 
X=XNS+XE 
RETURN 
C GENERATION OF RANDOM VARIATES WITH A CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION 
C USING THE WILSON-HILFERTY APPROXIMATE FORMULA. 
9 XN=O. 
DO 10 I=l,12 
10 XN=XN+RAN(IRAN) 
XN=XN- 6. 
R=IR 
X=R;'r( 1. -2 . / (9. -:rR)+XN;'rSQRT( 2. / (9. ;'(R)) )-:n'r3 
RETURN 
END 
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LINEAR DISTRIBUTION 
FUNCTION FCTR(IRAN,A,B,D) 
RA=RAN(IRAN) 
FCTR=Mc ( - B+SQRT ( B,'cB+RA,.c ( o,'cD-B,'cB))) / ( D-B) 
RETURN 
END 
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GAMMA DISTRIBUTION 
SUBROUTINE RVT6(IRAN,NPC,AP,B,X) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE OBTAINS A RANDOM NUMBER WHICH 
C FOLLOWS THE GAMMA DISTRIBUTION. 
DOUBLE PRECISION P 
DIMENSION A(lO1),BF(lOO),DF(lOO),P(3) 
DATA AA,NPCC/O. ,O/ 
IF(AP.EQ.AA.AND.NPC.EQ.NPCC)GO TO 3 
P(l )=AP 
IF(P(l).LT.1.OOOOO1DO.AND. P(l).GT.l.DO)P(l)=l.DO 
CALL DLGAM(P(l),P(2),IER) 
P(3)l:::B 
CALL EPCB(NPC,P,A,BF,DF) 
PC=NPC 
AA=AP 
NPCC=NPC 
3 RA=RAN ( IRAN )>'(PC 
I=RA 
RS=I 
I=I+l 
RA=RA-RS 
T=ABS(DF(I)-BF(I)) 
IF(T.LT .. OOOOl)GO TO 7 
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X= ( (A( I+ 1 )-A( I))>"(( - BF ( I )+SQRT( BF ( I )>'(BF ( I )+RM(( DF ( I ) >'(DF ( I ) - BF( I) >'( 
lBF( I))) )/(DF( I)-BF( I)) +A(l) )>'(B 
RETURN 
7 X= (RM((A( I+ 1 ) - A( I) )+A( I) )>'(B 
RETURN 
END 
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EQUAL PROBABILITY CLASS BOUNDARIES 
SUBROUTINE PCB(NPC,P,A,BF,DF) 
C THIS SUBROUT'!NE OBTAINS THE EQUAL PROBABILITY CLASS 
C BOUNDARIES, AND THE END POINTS OF THE LINE SEGMENTS 
C WHICH APPROXIMATES THE DENSITY FUNCTION DENOTED BY THE 
C LOWER CASE OF GIN THE SECTION,SUBROUTINE RVT6, OF 
C THE THESIS BY KEITH EBERHARD, ''GENERATION OF RANDOM 
C NUMBERS'', WHICH CAN BE FOUND AT UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY, 
C LOGAN, UTAH. THE LOWER CASE OF G IS A TRANSFORMATION 
C OF THE GAMMA DENSITY FUNCTION. 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL,XU,Y,H,P,PC,ARG,TEMP,XN,XD,XA,PCC,X,XX,HE,XE 
1TL,HT,D,DA,Fl,F2,C2 
DIMENSION ARG(l7),XA(l6),A(l01),P(3),BF(l00),DF(l00),DA(l01) 
C THE FOLLOWING 12 STATEMENTS ARE FOR INITIALIZATION PURPOSES. 
KOUNT=O 
ISW:i:!1 
M=4 
Ml=M-1 
D=Ml 
NPCl=NPC-1 
PC=NPC 
PC=l. DO/PC 
PCC=PC 
DO 1 I=l,M 
1 ARG(l)=O.DO 
C THE FOLLOWING 36 STATEMENTS DETERMINE WHERE INTEGRATION IS 
C TO BEGIN AND THE INITIAL STEPSIZE H, BOTH OF WHICH ARE 
C DEPENDENT UPON THE VALUE OF P(l). 
H=l. D-6 
IF(P(l)-l.D0)30,29,15 
30 IF(P(l).GT .. 19)GO TO 31 
H=l. D-59 
ARG(M)=H*FCT(P,H) 
XU=H 
GO TO 16 
31 HE=.OOlDO 
14 HE=HE/2.DO 
XE=FCT(P,H') 
ARG(M)=XE"'(HE 
IF(ARG(M).GT.l.D -lO)GO TO 14 
H=HE 
XU=HE 
GO TO 16 
15 IF(P(l)- 3.D0)24,2 4,25 
24 IF(P(l).LT.l.OlDO)GO TO 28 
H=l.DO 
IF(P( 1). LT. 2. DO)H=. 2DO~\-(P( 1 )-1. DO) 
H=. 0 rno~·(p 1 ),'(( 48. 8DO~\-P(l )-41. DO)/ (15. D0-:'((10. DO-P (1)) )i(H 
GO TO 29 
28 H=(P(l)-1.DO)*l.D-4 
GO TO 29 
25 H=DSQRT(P(l)-1.DO) 
HE=P(l )-1. DO 
TL=HE-H 
H=TL/10, DO,':PCC 
XU=TL 
27 XU=XU-H 
XE==FCT(P,XU) 
XE=XE-1:XU 
IF(XE-l.D-10)26,26,27 
26 H=P(l)/120.DO 
IF(XU)29,16,16 
29 XU=O.DO 
16 XA(M)=XU 
C DETERMINATION OF THE EQUAL PROBABILITY CLASS BOUNDARIES IS 
C ACCOMPLISHED WITHIN THE FOLLOWING DO STATEMENT. 
DO 10 N=l,NPCl 
2 XL=XU 
3 XU=XL+H 
CALL DSIM(XL,XU,P,Y) 
DO 4 I=l,Ml 
ARG(I)=ARG(I+l) 
4 XA(I)=XA(I+l) 
ARG(M)=ARG(M)+Y 
XA(M)=XU 
KOUNT =KOUNT+l 
IF(P(l).GE.2. 00DO.AND.PC.EQ.PCC)GO TO 13 
IF(KOUNT.LT.lO)GO TO 13 
H=H,":2. DO 
KOUNT=O 
13 IF(ISW.GT.2.AND.KOUNT.LT.Ml)GO TO 2 
IF(ISW.GT.2)GO TO 6 
IF(ARG(M).LT PC)GO TO 2 
HT=H 
H=(XA(M)-XA(Ml))/D 
ARG(M)=ARG(Ml) 
XA(M)=XA(Ml) 
XU=XA(M) 
ISW=3 
KOUNT=O 
GO TO 2 
6 H=HT 
C M POINTS ARE USED IN LAGRANGES INTERPOLATION FORMULA IN THE 
C FOLLOWING 12 STATEMENTS TO DETERMINE THE POINT AT WHICH THE 
C CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY IS EQUAL TO THE CURRENT VALUE OF PC. 
X=PC 
XX=O.DO 
DO 8 J=l,M 
XN=l.DO 
XD=l. DO 
DO 7 I=l ,Ml 
XN=XN,':(X-ARG( I+l)) 
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7 XD=XD·k(ARG( 1 )-ARG( I+l)) 
XX=XX+XN/XD1'<XA ( J) 
TEMP=ARG(l) 
ARG(l)=ARG(J+l) 
8 ARG(J+l)=TEMP 
DO 12 I=l,M 
12 ARG(I)=ARG(I+l) 
DA(N+l )=XX 
PC=PC+PCC 
IF(ARG(M).LT.PC)GO TO 9 
H=H/2.DO 
ARG(M)=PC-PCC 
XA(M)=XX 
XU=XX 
9 ISW=l 
KOUNT=O 
10 CONTINUE 
C THE REMAINING STATEMENTS CALCULATE THE END POINTS OF THE LINE 
C SEGMENTS WHICH WILL APPROXIMATE THE THEORETICAL DISTRIBUTION. 
Fl=FCT(P,DA(2)) 
DF(l )=Fl 
IF(P(l).GT.2.DO)GO TO 18 
BF(l)=PCC1'<2. b0/DA(2)-Fl 
DA(l )=O. DO 
IF(P(l).LT .. 49DO)GO TO 32 
GO TO 19 
18 DA(l)=DA(2)-2. DQ1"<PCC/Fl 
BF(l )=O. 
19 DO 17 I=2,NPC1 
F2=FCT(P,DA(I+l)) 
C2=PCC/(DA(I+l)-DA(I))-(Fl+F2)/2.DO 
BF(I)=Fl+C2 
DF(I)=F2+c2 
17 Fl=F2 
BF(NPC)=Fl 
GO TO 33 
32 BF(Z)=DF(l) 
DO 34 I=Z,NPCl 
DF(I)=FCT(P,DA(I+l)) 
34 BF(I+l)=DF(I) 
33 DF(NPC)=O. 
A(NPC+l )=PCC1'<2. DO/F l+DA(NPC) 
DO 35 I=l,NP C 
35 A( I)=DA( I) 
RETURN 
END 
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Ln r( a ) 
C SUBROUTINE DLGAM 
C PURPOSE 
C COMPUTES THE DOUBLE PRECISION NATURAL OGARITHM OF THE 
C GAMMA FUNCTION OF A GIVEN DOUBLE PRECISION ARGUMENT. 
C USAGE 
C CALL DLGAM(XX,DLNG,IER) 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
C XX - THE DOUBLE PRECISION ARGUMENT FOR THE LOG GAMMA 
C FUNCTION. 
C DLNG - THE RESULTANT DOUBLE PRECISION LOG GAMMA FUNCTION 
C VALUE. 
C IER - RESULTANT ERROR CODE WHERE 
C IER= 0----NO ERROR. 
C IER=-1----XX IS WITHIN 101°'<(-9) OF BEING ZERO OR XX 
C IS NEGATIVE. DLNG IS SET TO -1. OD7 5. 
C IER=+l----XX IS GREATER THAN 10~·0-,70. DLNG IS SET TO 
C +l.OD75. 
C REMARKS 
C l•lONE 
C SUBROUTU1ES AND FUNCTIOll SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
C tJONE 
C METHOD 
C THE EULER-MCLAURIN EXPAIJS IOtl TO THE SEVENTH DERIVATIVE TERM 
C IS USED,AS GIVEN BY M. ABRAMOWITZ AND I.A. STEGUN, 
C 'HANDBOOK OF MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS', U. S. DEPARTMENT OF 
C COMMERCE, NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
C SERIES. 1966, EQUATION 6.1.41. 
SUBROUTINE DLGAM(XX,DLNG,IER) 
DOUBLE PRECISI ON XX,ZZ,TERM,RZ2,DLNG 
IER=O 
ZZ=XX 
IF(XX-1.DlO) 2,2,1 
1 IF(XX-l .D70) 8,9,9 
C SEE IF XX IS NEAR ZERO OR NEGATIVE 
2 IF(XX- l. D-9) 3,3,4 
3 IER=-1 
DLNG=-l.D75 
GO TO 10 
C XX GREATER THAN ZERO AND LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO l.DtlO 
4 TERM=l. DO 
5 IF(ZZ-1 8.DO) 6 , 6,7 
6 TERM=TERWrZZ 
ZZ=ZZ+l. DO 
GO TO 5 
7 Rz2""1. DO/zz~·,~·,2 
DLNG =(ZZ-0.SDO)*DLOG(ZZ)-ZZ +0.9189385332046727 -DLOG(TERM)+ 
l(l.D O/Z Z)* (. 8333333333333333D-l -(RZ2*(.2777777777777777D-2 
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2+(RZ2*(.793650 7936 507936D-3 -(RZ2*(.5952 380952380952D-3))))))) 
GO TO 10 
C XX GREATER THAN 1,DtlO AND LESS THAN 1,Dt 70 
8 DLNG=ZZ*(DLOG(ZZ)-1.DO) 
GO TO 10 
C XX GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 1.Dt70 
9 IER=+l 
DLNG=l. D75 
10 RETURN 
END 
INTEGRATION WITH SIMPSON'S RULE 
SUBROUTINE DSIM(XL,XU,P,Y) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DIVIDES THE INTERVAL (XL,XU) INTO 
C TEN SUBINTERVALS AND USES SIMPSONS RULE FOR NUMERICAL 
C INTEGRATION ON EACH OF THESE SUBINTERVALS. 
DOUBLE PRECISION XL,XU,P,FCT,ARG,YM,H,Y 
DIMENSION P ( 3) 
H=(XU-XL)/10.DO 
Y=O.DO 
YM=O.DO 
ARG=XL 
DO 1 I=l, 9 
ARG=ARG+H 
1 Y=Y+FCT(P,ARG) 
Y=2. oo,·,y 
ARG=XL-H/2.DO 
DO 2 I=l,10 
ARG=ARG+H 
2 YM=YM+FCT(P,ARG) 
YM=4. DQ,"<YM 
Y=Y+YM+FCT(P,XL)+FCT(P,XU) 
Y=Y,"<H,'<. 166666666 66666666 DO 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION 
REAL FUN CT ION FCT,"<8 ( P, X) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE OBTAINS THE FUNCTIONAL VALUES OF THE 
C LOWER CASE OF G DENSITY FUNCTION DESCRIBED IN THE SECTION, 
C SUBROUTINE RVT6,0F THE THESIS BY KEITH EBERHARD, ''GENERATION 
C OF RANDOM NUMBERS' ', WHICH IS AT UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY, LOGMl 
C UTAH. THE LOWER CASE OF G IS A TRANSFORMATION F THE GAMMA 
C DENSLT1 FUNCTION. 
DOUBLE PRECISION P,X,APl,R 
DIMENSION P( 3) 
IF(X.LT.l.D-60)GO TO 1 
APl=P(l )-1. DO 
R=DLOG(X ), ',APl-X-P( 2) 
FCT-DEXP(R) 
RETURN 
1 FCT=O.DO 
RETURN 
END 
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F DISTRIBUTION 
SUBROUTINE RVT7(IRAN,IRN,IRD,F) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE OBTAINS A RANDOM NUMBER WHICH 
C FOLLOWS THE F DISTRIBUTION. 
CALL RVTS(IRAN,IRN,V) 
CALL RVTS(IRAN,IRD,W) 
F=V,'rIRD/ (W,'rIRN) 
RETURN 
END 
t DISTRIBUTION 
SUBROUTINE RVT8(IRAN,IR,T) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE OBTAINS A RANDOM NUMBER WHICH FOLLOWS 
C THE T DISTRIBUTION. 
X=O. 
DO 1 I=l,12 
1 X=X+RAN(IRAN) 
X=X-6. 
CALL RVTS(IRAN,IR,Y) 
PIR=IR 
T=X/SQRT(Y/PIR) 
RETURN 
END 
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F DISTRIBUTION USING EPCB 
SUBROUTINE RVT9(IRAN,NPC,IRN,IRD,X) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE OBTAINS A RANDOM NUMBER WHICH FOLLOWS 
C THE F DISTRIBUTION. 
DOUBLE PRECISION P 
DIMENSION AN(lOl),AD(lOl),BFN(lOO),BFD(lOO),DFN(lOO),DFD(lOO), 
1P(3) 
DATA IRNl /0/ 
IF(IRN.EQ.IRNl)GO TO 3 
P( 1 )=IRN 
P(l)=P(l)/2.DO 
CALL DLGAM(P(l),P(2),IER) 
P(3)=2.DO 
CALL EPCB(NPC,P,AN,BFN,DFN) 
P( 1 )=IRD 
P(l )=P(l) /2. DO 
CALL DLGAM(P(l),P(2),IER) 
CALL EPCB(NPC,P,AD,BFD,DFD) 
PC=NPC 
3 RA=RAN( IRAN)>'<PC 
IRNl=IRN 
I=RA 
RS=I 
I=I+l 
RA=RA-RS 
T=ABS(DFN(I)-BFN(I)) 
IF(T.LT .. OOOOl)GO TO 7 
V=( (AN( I+l )-AN( I) )>'<(-BFN( I)+SQRT( BFN( I).,.<BFN( I)+RM<(DFN( I),'<DFN 
1 ( I)-BFN( I )>'<BFN( I))))/ ( DFN( I)- BFN( I) )+AN( I) )>'<2. 
GO TO 4 
7 V=(RM<(AN( I+l )-AN( I) )+AN (I) ),'<2. 
4 RA=RAN ( IRAN )>'<PC 
I=RA 
RS=I 
I=I+l 
RA=RA-RS 
T=ABS(DFD(I)-DFD(I)) 
IF(T.LT .. OOOOl)GO TO 8 
W= ( (AD( I+ 1 )-AD( I))>'<( - BFD( I )+SQRT( BFD( I),'<BFD( I )+RA>°(( DFD( I ).,.<DFD( I) 
1- BFD( I)>'<BFD( I))))/ ( DFD( I )-BFD( I) )+AD( I) )>'<2. 
GO TO 10 
8 W=(RM<(AD( I+l )-AD( I) )+AD( I) )>'<2. 
10 X=V>'<IRD/ (W.,.<IRN) 
RETURN 
END 
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Appendix C (continued) 
returned the necessary information is .1 millisecond. 
Gamma Density Function 
X 
1 f(x) = --- a -1 -(3 X e 
Let u = x ~ 
then g(u) = 1 a -1 ----u 
r<a) 
-u 
e 
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